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ABSTRACT 
 
Andi Astuti, 2018. “The Ability of The Third Semester Students of English 
Department IAIN Palopo 2017-2018 Academic Year in Writing 
Recount Text”. Consultan I Dr. H. Dahlan, M.Hum., and 
Consultan II Muh. Irfan Hasanuddin, S.Ag., M.A. 
 
Key words : Ability Faced In Writing Recount Text. 
 
 This thesis deals with the third semester English study program of IAIN 
Palopo in writing recount text. The objective of this research is to find out the ability 
of the students’ the third semester of IAIN Palopo in writing recount text. The 
problem statement are: How is the ability of the third semester students of English 
department of IAIN Palopo 2017-2018 academic year in writing recount text? And 
What are the students’ perceptions of the third semester students of English 
department of IAIN Palopo 2017-2018 academic year in learning English? 
 
 The researcher applied descriptive quantitative method. The instruments of 
the research are test and questionnaire. The subject of the research was the third 
semester of big 4 classes of IAIN Palopo. The researcher used simple random 
sampling technique. The researcher takes among 15% or 24 students from 157 
students.  
 
 The result of this research the ability of students shows the mean score was 
60,041 where the component of organization the ability of students’ showed the mean 
score from the test 28,5 the students were capable of stringing a sentence correctly so 
that sentences can be structured and grammar 31,54 student faced major problem in 
simple construction, doing mistake in verb agreement, using past tenses, word order, 
pronoun, and preposition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background 
Writing as a process of expressing our ideas or thoughts in words should be 
done at our leisure”.1 Writing good sentences requires the learners to teach the rules 
of English grammar and mechanics such us the correct use of verbs and pronouns, as 
well as command and other marks of punctuation. When writing something, the 
author must use the complete sentence in order to avoid making mistakes. In 
expressing something, the author needs components of writing that are complicated.  
 There are many students admitted that writing is difficult to learn. 
Consequently, the students lack of interest in writing. Therefore, the teacher should 
give more motivation to the students to write in learning English as foreign language, 
because without strong motivation, it would be impossible for them to learn well. So, 
the teacher should have good strategy or method in teaching writing and learning 
process in the classroom. 
 Generally, activity of writing needs special skills because the students not 
only learn about structure, but also know how they describe and share their opinion. It 
is hard for them to write coherently and simply. They sometimes use lost of sentences 
to make one point but the readers cannot understand it. Therefore, to be a good writer, 
                                                          
1Leo Sutanto, English for Academic Purpose Essay Writing, (Yogyakarta: Andi Offest 2017), 
p.1.  
the students must understand the rules and steps of writing. Thus, it is very important 
for them to formulate certain strategy in order to express their ideas through writing. 
Recount  writing is a method in which the writer wants to research further. 
To communicate effectively, people must constantly adjust their writing to 
suit their purpose and audience. When writing for others, it is crucial to know both 
purpose for writing and the audience who will be reading the work. The ability to 
adjust this writing to suit your purpose and audience will help the writer well not only 
in the classroom, but also in the work place and beyond.2  
In the specific context, in the classroom teaching, the students are increasingly 
expected to express what they know about many different subjects through writing. If 
a student fails to develop certain basic skills, he will be unable to write with the speed 
and fluency so required to excel as these demand increase. Indeed, for a student’s 
struggling with a writing problem, the writing process itself interferes with learning. 
Based on pre-observation, the researcher found that in the class, many 
students have different competence, so the lecture is difficult to teach; therefore the 
learning process is not effective. The students of IAIN Palopo of English department 
should have writing skills to support their knowledge in learning English.  
The third semesters of English department student 2017 of IAIN Palopo have 
the same problems. That is ability to remember word by word in writing. From the 
explanation above, the researcher is interested in knowing the ability of the students 
                                                          
2John Langan, College Writing Skill With Reading, (Seventh Edition: New York: 2008), p. 15.
  
in writing personal experience. Based on the reason above, the researcher comes to 
decision to do research entitled “The Ability of the Third Semester Students of 
English Department IAIN Palopo 2017-2018 Academic Year In Writing Recount 
Text”. 
  
B. Problem Statement 
 Based on the background above, the researcher formulates a research 
question:  
1. How is the ability of the third semester students of English department of 
IAIN Palopo 2017-2018 academic year in writing recount text? 
2. What are the students’ respond of the third semester students of English 
department of IAIN Palopo 2017-2018 academic year in learning English? 
 
C. Objective of the Research 
The objective of the research is to find out: 
1. The ability of the third semester students of English department of IAIN 
Palopo 2017-2018 academic year in writing recount text. 
2. To understand the students’ respond of the third semester students of English 
department of IAIN Palopo 2017-2018 academic year in learning English. 
 
 
 
 
D. Significances of the Research 
 The significance of this research is expected to have both academic and 
practical contributions to : 
1. To give some contribution to the lecturer and the students. 
2. The next researcher who conducts the research about writing skill. 
 
E. Scope of the Research  
The researcher focuses two rubric of writing components, they are 
organization and grammar using recount text: unforgettable experience. The 
researcher wants to explore the competence of writing on organizing and simple past 
tense by the third semester students of English department IAIN Palopo in the 2017-
2018 academic year by using personal recount text. The personal recount text that the 
researcher use is unforgettable experience.  
 
F. Operational Definition 
The researcher gives definitions as follow: 
1. Writing is done by the students activity in communicating their ideas, 
imagination, thought about something or topic in teaching process, etc, to give the 
information to the reader and the others. 
2. Recount text is a piece of text that retells event in the past events, usually in 
the order in which they happened. 
 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
  
A. Previous Studies 
 In writing this thesis, the researcher found some researchers which are closely 
related to this research, that research: 
 Yuyut in her thesis entitled “Teaching Recount Text Through Writing 
Personal Journal at the Eleventh Year of SMA Negeri I Malangke Barat”, conclude 
that the research by personal journal as a media was effective to improve students’ 
skill in writing recount text at the eleventh year student of SMAN 1 Malangke Barat.3 
 Gita in her thesis entitled “The Error Analysis of the Students Recount Text 
Writing at the Second Grade of SMAN  4 Palopo”, find that empirical evidence of the 
most common errors and the sources of errors in recount text writing made by the 
second grade students of SMAN 4 Palopo. The method used in this research was a 
case study included as qualitative research. The data was present in descriptive 
analysis  way and the procedure of error analysis used is according to Carl James 
theory.4   
 Nurhikmah in her thesis entitled “The Writing Competence of New English 
Department Students of IAIN Palopo”, used a simple random sampling technique to 
                                                          
3Yuyut, Teaching Recount Text Trough Writing Personal Journal At The Elevent Year of 
SMAN 1 Malangke Barat, (IAIN Palopo, 2015). 
  
4Gita, The Errors Analysis Of The Students Recount Text Writing At The Second Grade Of 
SMAN 4 Palopo,(IAIN Palopo, 2016).   
take a sample and the instrument of the research was IELTS writing test standard.  
The result was proved by rate percentages of students score in test. The table 25 
shows that in the test, the number of students taken as sample in the research there 
were 5 students (20,83%) got “very poor’ score, 12 students (50%) got “poor” score, 
and 7 students (29,16%) got “fair” score. The result of this study showed that 
learners’ English writing competence was poor.5  
 
B. Writing 
1. The Definition of Writing 
Writing is one form of realization linguistic competence that are expressed in 
the form of written language (written), except in the form of spoken language (oral). 
Writing is one form of manifestation of the use of language as a medium of 
communication. In writing activities, the author as a resource is not in a situation of 
dealing face to face with readers as the target information. Therefore, if there is 
misunderstanding because readers misinterpreting the text, then the consequences 
could be fatal.6 Writing as a process of expressing ideas or thoughts in words should 
be done at our leisure.7  
                                                          
5Nurhikmah, The Writing Competence of  New English Department Students of IAIN Palopo, 
(IAIN Palopo, 2016).   
 
 6Pardiono, 12 Writing Clues for Better Writing Competence (Penerbit Andi: 2006), p. 1 
  
 7Leo Sutanto, essay writing English for academic purpose, ed. 1st; Yogyakarta: C. V. Andi 
Offest, 2007, p. 1. 
 
Writing is one of linguistic competence form which is expressed in written, 
beside in oral.8 
 
2. Components of Writing 
 In improving writing skill, there are five components of writing namely: 
content, organization, vocabulary, grammar, and mechanics. 
a. Content 
 There are at least four things that can measured in connecting with content, 
the composition should contain one central proposed only should have unity should 
have coherence and continuity, and should be adequate develop. And so, content 
refers to topic and its explanation or elaboration, discussion, evaluation and 
conclusion. In fact, it is the core or the body of a piece of writing. Therefore it is 
significant that it should be clear, specific and relevant:  
1. Clear  
The researcher must have a clear concept of what to convey to reader. The 
readers expect a clear picture of what the writer intends to describe them. 
2. Specific  
Furthermore, the content should be specific enough for the topic to be 
focused. Relevant ideas can guarantee that there will be no confusion in 
understanding the message. 
 
                                                          
 8Op.cit 
b. Organization 
 The purpose of organizing material writing involves a coherence, order of 
important and general to specific, specific to general. Chronologically order of spatial 
orders pattern, when writing, the learners should arrange the writing chronologically. 
They should present their ideas based on the order of which happiness from the 
beginning to the end. 
c. Vocabulary 
 Vocabulary is one of component of writing to express ideas we always deal 
with vocabulary. The luck of the vocabulary makes some one fails to compose what 
they are going to say, because she/ he feels difficult to choose what appropriate will 
help the writers to compose that writing and also make readers easy to understand. 
d. Grammar  
 Grammar in writing description and other from writing involves correct 
language and point of grammar. A adequate grammar should be one that capable of 
producing grammar. We should not be able to do anything more than utter separate 
function and also grammar can help students improve the use of formal language. 
e. Mechanics 
There are at last to parts of mechanic in writing namely function and 
capitalization. Function is important as they way to clarity meaning. In English 
writing capital letter have to participles. First they used to distinguish between 
particular and thing. Second, it use us first word in quotations, a formal statements 
and proper adjectives, etc.9  
The researcher focused on two component of writing that are: organization 
and grammar, where that component have correlation with recount text. In addition 
grammar and organization are important in writing because discuss about 
grammatical and structure in writing text or paragraph. Adequate grammar should be 
one that capable of producing good grammar.          
3. The Types of Writing 
Based on competencies standard and basic competencies recommended by the 
government, there some types of writing they are: procedure, descriptive, recount, 
narrative and exposition. 
a. Procedure 
A procedure is a piece of text that tells the reader or listener how to do 
something, doing something or getting somewhere. Example of procedure texts 
include : recipes, itineraries, instruction manuals, directions.    
b. Descriptive 
  Descriptive presents the appearance of things that occupy space, wheter they 
are object, buildings, or cities. The purpose of descriptive is to convey to the reader 
what something looks like. It attempts to gain a picture with words. 
 
                                                          
9J.B Heaton, Writing English Language Test (new edition). (Longman Inc. New York, 
1998),  p. 148  
c. Recount  
  Recount is a piece of text that retells past events, usually in the order which 
they happened. They aim of recount is to give the audience a description of what 
occurred and when it occurred. Some example of recount text types are: newspaper, 
reports, conversation, speeches, television interviews, etc. 
d. Narrative  
A narrative is most generally described as a story told by the narrator. 
Narratives are not as simple as that. They are construction of certain characteristics 
that relate a tale through an organization of words. This construction include three 
describable layers, the elements that make up the  content of the narrative, and the 
agent. Understanding these concepts is the key to defining a narrative. 
The narrative text is type of written text that tells a story of one character or 
more how face certain situation. It is to present a view of the world that entertains or 
informs the reader or listener types of writing.10 
e. Exposition 
 Exposition is the  text that content an argument, point of views; a problem or 
particular thing.11 From the five types of writing the researcher focused on the 
recount text. 
                                                          
 10Endang Susilawati, Improving Writing Ability In Writing Descriptive Text By Using 
Clustering Technique At The Second Grade students Of SMAN 2 Belopa, (Palopo : STAIN 
Palopo,2014),p.17-18. 
  
 11Pardiyono M.Pd, 12 Writing Clues for Better Writing Competenc, Penerbit Andi. p. 163 
 
4. The Process of Writing 
There are three steps in writing process, they are prewriting, writing, and 
revising. All of those steps are important to make our writing better and systematic.12 
a. Prewriting  
Prewriting is the first step; it is preparation step before writing process. 
Prewriting gives warming up the brain to gathering the ideas to write about. There are 
several ways to warm up before we write. 
1. Brainstorming 
Brainstorming is a prewriting activity to enlisting the ideas related the topic. 
In this technique, we write down every single thing that passing through or comes 
into our minds. 
2. Clustering  
Clustering is another technique to bind ideas. We visualize our ideas using 
circles and lines which are interconnected one to other. The topic is positioned in the 
center of blank as a core circle, while the ideas are spread around. There are the steps 
of clustering process: 
- Write our topic in the center of a blank piece of paper and draw a circle around it.  
- Write any ideas that come into our mind about the topic in circles around the main 
circle. 
- Connect those ideas to the center word with a line. 
                                                          
12Farid Helmi, Improving Students Writing Recount Text By Using Personal Letters, 
(Semarang: Walisongo state institute for Islamic studies, 2012), p. 16-18  
- Think about each of our new ideas, and then connect them. 
- Repeat this process until you run out of ideas. 
b. Writing  
The next step is writing process. The result of brainstorming or clustering in 
prewriting process is guidance for us to write paragraph. As we write, the first draft 
on your paragraph, use the ideas we generated from prewriting as a guide.  
As we write, remember  to: 
1. Begin with a topic sentence that states the main ideas, include several 
sentences that support the main idea. 
2. Stick the topic does not include information that does not directly support the 
main idea. 
3. Arrange the sentences so that the other ideas make sense. 
4. Use signal words to help the reader understand how the ideas in your 
paragraph are connected. 
c. Revising  
  The last steps is revising; it is the important step to do after we have produced 
a draft. We have to analyze the content of the draft may unclear, ambiguous or 
confusing. We have to ensure that our paragraph is unified and coherent and improve 
the grammatical accuracy. 
  So, in this steps we can enrich our writing content with add new sentence to 
support others ideas, or deleting some sentences those are irrelevant with the topic. It 
is almost impossible to write a perfect paragraph on the first try, so it needs to be 
revised. The steps are: 
- Add new ideas to support the topic. 
- Cross out sentences that do not support the topic. 
- Change the order of the sentences. 
- Using the following checklist to revise your paragraph. 
- Make sure you a topic sentence. 
- Cross out sentences that do not relate to the main idea. 
- Check to see if the sentences are in the right order. 
- Add new ideas if they support the topic sentences. 
- Make sure you have included signal words to help guide the rider. 
- Check the punctuation, spelling, and grammar.       
5. Goals of Writing 
 Lannon in Hanaria  (2010 : 7 ) categorized the writing in college into three 
major goals. These goals are as follows : 
a. Expressing Writing 
 Expressing writing is mostly about the writer himself, contains the writer’s 
feeling, experience, impression, personality, and the like. Its goal is to help readers 
understand something about the writer’s self with his audience. 
b. Explanatory Writing 
 Explanatory writing is mostly about the writer’s opinion, attitude, observation, 
or suggestion on the outside subject. The goal is not so much to express emotion. It is 
to provide the readers with information that explain the writer’s viewpoint or 
position, most or writing has a referential goal. 
c. Persuasive Writing  
 Persuasive writing is mostly about the audience beyond merely inform 
readers. The goal is motivate the audience to change their thinking or take some 
action on a controversial issue – persuasive writing is the designed to appeal to the 
audiences’ seasons and something their emotion as well. The focus in each situation 
of persuasive  writing is the audience’s way of thinking.13 
6. The Importance of Writing 
 The researcher has found some references of the importance of the writing 
activities states there are a lots the reason why the writing is very important, as 
follows:  
a. Writing help us to organize our ideas, we can arrange them into the coherent 
form. 
a. Writing down ideas allows us to distance ourselves when we write the topic. 
b. Writing is tool of discovery, we stimulate our though process by act of writing 
into information and image who have our unconscious mind. 
c. Writing can generate new ideas by helping us to make connecting and 
relationship. 
 
                                                          
13Hanari, Developing Writing Skill of the Eight Class Student of MTS Bajo by Ordering 
Sentence Activity into a Paragraph, (STAIN Palopo : 2010). p. 7  
7. The Problem in Writing 
There are five problems in writing, they are: 
a. We do not know the ability and potential our selves 
b. Never look for and dominate information relationship with the topic which be 
write 
c. The idea not organization as systematic and give expression as writer. 
d. Cannot observe and apprise that idea as objective. 
e. There is not planning how we start to write we do not thing and speak orderly. 
 Beside, there are some grammatical problems sometimes found in writing, 
they cover: 
1. Word choice  
Although good word choice is partly, a matter of preference, and therefore 
style, student should understand that certain choice will help them communicate their 
idea to the readers. The tolls for this search for word include a good dictionary. 
Students should be encouraged to consider context as well as. 
2. Usage  
Language use is another important aspect of grammar. It refers to a person’s  
from a expression choice of words and structures in both speaking and writing. In 
different social situation, a person adjust usage so that language. According to 
purpose, context, and intended audiences. Usage is what is acceptable in particular 
situation. 
 
3. Punctuation and Capitalization 
The purpose of punctuation is to help the reader understand the writer’s 
meaning. For example “I left him convinced he has a fool” is not same as “I left him 
convinced he was a full”. Variation it is also a signal to the reader capital letter for 
example announces to the reader the beginning of a few sentence, a little, a name, a 
day, a month, a place, a holiday, season, a direction, a school subject, or a language.14 
8. Strategy for Writing Teaching Process 
There are number strategies we need to consider for concentrate on the 
process of writing, they are: 
1. Get students to plan writing 
 Before getting students to write we can encourage them to think about they 
are going to write by planning the content and sequence of what they will put down 
on paper (or type into the computer). There are various ways of doing this. Including, 
at one end of the scale, brainstorming (where the students in pairs or groups come up 
with as many ideas as they can trough discussion) to more guided tasks where the 
teacher or the course book includes a number of activities which leads students to 
plan for a forthcoming task. When students are planning we can encourage them to 
think not just about the content of what they want to say but also about what the 
purpose of their writing is, and who the audience is they are writing for. 
 
                                                          
14Yuliana, Grammatical Errors in Writing of English Department Students in STAIN Palopo, 
Palopo: Perpustakaan STAIN Palopo,2010, p. 62.  
2. Encourage students to draft, reflect, and revise writing 
Students who are unused to process-writing lessons will need to be 
encouraged to reflect on what they have written, learning how to treat first draft as 
first attempt and not as finishes product. We may want to train them in using and 
responding to correction symbols, we many offer them revision checklist to use when 
looking trough what they have written with a view to make revision. One way of 
encouraging drafting, reflection, revision is to have students involved in collaborative 
writing. A pair group of students working together on a piece of writing can respond 
to each other’s ideas (both in terms of language and content), making suggestion for 
changes, and so contributing to the success of the finishes product. 
3. Respond to students writing 
In order for a process-writing approach to work well, some teachers may need 
to rethink the way in which they react to their students’ work, in place of making 
correction to a finished version; they will need, at times, to respond to a work in 
progress. This may involve talking with individual students about a first, second, 
third, and fourth draft, will other members of the group are working on their own. 
Alternatively, teachers can read trough a draft and then make written suggestions 
about how the text could be reordered. This is especially appropriate, for example, 
when the class is working in a computer at a time from a central console. Another 
possibility is for the teacher to write out their own version of how a section of text 
might look better. Such reformulation will be beneficial to the student who compares 
their version with their teachers. It is not just teachers who can respond to the 
students writing. It is useful to have students look at work done by their colleagues 
and respond in their own way. Such peer response may provide welcome alternative 
to the teacher’s feedback as well as offering a fresh perspective on the writing.15 
C. Simple Past Tense 
1. Definition of Simple Past Tense 
Giles states that, simple past tense shows the action, which took place in the 
past. According to Djauharie simple past tense is an accident which need a verb in the 
past.16 Another reference said that simple past tense indicates that an activity or 
situation began and ended at a particular in the past, for instance: yesterday, two days 
ago, last night, etc.17 Example : 
a. I studied English last night 
b. I played badminton yesterday 
c. I visited my grandmother two days ago. 
Based on the statements above, the researcher concluded that simple past 
tense is an action or situation began and ended in the past, used to express a definitive 
event in the past, and also the simple past is used to define the situation in the specific 
time. 
 
                                                          
15Jeremy Harmer, How To Teach Writing. (England Pearson Education Ltd, 2004), p. 11. 
 
16Masruddin, Error analysis, (Palopo: State Islamic Collage, 2010), p.44 
 
17Betty Schrampfer Azar, Understanding and Using English Grammar, (New Jeresy: Prentice 
Hall Regents, Inc., Second Ediition, 1989), p.24 
  
2. The Function of Simple Past Tense  
The functions of simple past tense are: 
a. To say an accident or an action at definite time in the past and now it has 
finished.18 
For example: 
- She studied Arabic an hour ago 
- I went to the gym last week. 
b. To say the habitual action in the past and now it does not do anymore. 
For example: he always woke up at 5.00 o’clock 
c. To say an accident or an action that is done clearly in the past even though the 
definite time is not explained. 
For example: My sister bought me a new shoes 
d. To say an activity or action that was happened in the past and time signal was 
clearly mentioned. 
For example: She bought a laptop last week. 
 3. Time Signal  
  Time signals that often used in the past tense form, they are: Yesterday, 
yesterday morning, the day before yesterday, last night, last week, last year, last 
                                                          
18Masruddin, Op,Cit.,, p.50  
Friday, last march, a moment ago, an hour ago, a few minutes ago, two days ago, a 
year ago, etc.19  
 
D. Recount Text 
1. Definition of Recount Text 
Recount is a text which retells events or experiences in the past. The purpose 
of a recount is to list and describe past experiences by retelling events in the order in 
which they happened (chronological order). Recount text is a text that telling the 
reader about one story, action or activity. Its goal is to entertaining or informing the 
reader.20  
2. Types of Recount 
There are three types of recount text, they are : 
1. Personal recount. Retelling an event that the writer was personally involved 
in. For example, personal experience, personal letter, diary, journal and postcard. 
Personal recount is usually written in the first person (I and we).  
2. Factual recount. That is concerned with recalling events accurately. It can 
range from the everyday task such as accidents, science, news recording and police 
report. 
                                                          
19Rudi Hariyono, Complete English Grammar, (Surabaya: Gita Media Press, Cet.1, 2002), p. 
226-227. 
  
20 Artono Wardiman, et al. English in Focus for Junior High School (SMP/MTS). Jakarta : 
Pusat Perbukuan. p. 61 
 
3. Imaginative recount. Entertain the reader by recreating the events of an 
imaginary world as though they are real such as fiction.21 
3. Generic Structure of Recount Text  
The generic structures of recount text are: 
1. Orientation 
 Recount text begins telling the reader who was involved, what happened, 
where this event took place, and when it happened. 
2. Events 
Describing series of event that happened. Event is the main important 
activities or events that occurred in that story. The function is to give more 
explanation of the orientation. 
3. Re-orientation  
Re-orientation is the conclusion of the story. Some of recounts have a 
concluding paragraph; however, this is not always necessary.  
In other words this is a kind of text that saying about how a thing in the past 
happens in chronologically and also saying about feeling or expression of that things. 
4. Language Features of Recount 
 The common grammatical features of recount text are: 
1. Use of nouns and pronouns to identify people, animals, things involved. 
2. Use of actions verbs to refer to events. For example : went, slept, run, brought.  
                                                          
21Ulul Azmi, A Correlation Between Students Mastery Of Past Tense And Their Ability In 
Writing Recount Test at The Eleventh Grade of MA Hasanussiholat in the Academic year 
2010/2011.UIN Syarif Hidayatullah, Jakarta. p. 22 
3. Use of past tense to locate events in relation to speaker’s or writer’s time. For 
Example : we went to zoo, I was happy. 
4. Use of conjunction and time connectives to make sequences events. For 
example: and, but, the, after that. 
5. Using adverbs and adverbial phrase to deliver place, time and way. For 
example yesterday, at my house, slowly. 
6. Use of adjective to describe nouns.22 
5.Example Of Recount Text 
This research gave one of example of recount text and the structure. 
 
Our trip to the Mount Bromo 
Orientation    On Saturday, I went to Mount Bromo. I stayed at Nisa 
and Ahmads’ house at Cemara Lawang, Probolinggo. It has a big 
garden with lots of colorful flowers and fishpond.  
Sequence of even   On Sunday, Nisa and I saw batok mount and on the 
scenic ride on horseback. It was scary. Then, we went to get a closes 
look at the mountain. We took pictures of the beautiful scenery there. 
Re-Orientation   In the afternoon we went home. It was fun.23 
 
                                                          
22Fuji Astuti, Improving Students Ability in Writing Recount Text through Picture Sequences 
at Tenth  Grade MA Darul Ma’arif  Cipete UIN Jakarta. p. 14.  
 
23 English Lesson, http://pakpuguh.wordpree.com/2011/08/15/recount-text/. Accessed on 
October 01th,2017.   
E. The Concept of Paragraph  
Based on some statements of paragraph above, it can be concluded that a 
paragraph is a series of related sentences that has only one topic and the topic is 
supported by some sentences that relate to the topic. 
1. Characteristic of Paragraph 
Paragraphs can contain many different kinds of information. A paragraph 
could contain a series of brief examples or a single long illustration of a general point. 
It may describe a place, character, or process, narrate a series of events, compare or 
contrast two or more things, classify items into categories, or describe causes and 
effects. Regardless of the kind of information they contain, all paragraphs share 
certain characteristics. And a good paragraph is characterized by unity, coherence, 
and emphasis. 
a. Unity 
Unity means that all the sentences in the paragraph focus on the topic. A 
paragraph has a unity if every sentence develops one central idea. A paragraph does 
not have any unity if it does not develop or support the main idea of a paragraph. In 
other word, unity means that all sentences on the paragraph directly support the topic 
sentences. 
b. Coherence 
In a coherent paragraph, each sentence relates clearly to the topic sentence or 
controlling idea, but there is more to coherence than this. If a paragraph is coherent, 
each sentence flows smoothly into the next without obvious shifts or jumps. A 
coherent paragraph also highlights the ties between old information and new 
information to make the structure of ideas or arguments clear to the reader. 
c. Emphasis 
Emphasis is the principle of the paragraph composition in which the important 
ideas are made to stand. In here it is very important that the main points of the writer 
should be evident inside the paragraph. Having an emphasis can be achieved by using 
some devices such as the use of emphasis by proportion, emphasis by pause and 
emphasis by position.24 
2. Structure of Paragraph 
The structure of paragraph involved in two types as follow: 
a. Deductive 
The deductive structure places the controlling idea for the near beginning and 
the near beginning and the topic of paragraph is the first few sentences and provides 
some background information or makes general statement. 
b. Inductive 
The inductive paragraph structure begins with evidence reason leading to the 
statement of the writer claim of the end of paragraph. The main conclusion is the 
most important parts of reasoning and usually comes at the end of a paragraph. 
 
 
                                                          
 24 Varron 104, Characteristic of Paragraph, www.ask.com..what-are-the-characteristic-of-a-
good-paragraph.html , (Accesed on 01 October , 2017). 
3. Main Parts of Paragraph 
As a general rule, a paragraph consists of some sentences, they are topic 
sentence, supporting sentence and concluding sentence. 
a. Topic sentences ( Beginning )             
The topic sentence tells the reader what the paragraph is going to be about. It 
also helps the writers keep their writing under control. This is why a topic sentence is 
sometimes called the "controlling idea" of a paragraph. Beginning a paragraph with a 
topic sentence is one of the best ways to achieve clarity and unity in one's writing. 
The function of a topic sentence is to describe what the paragraph will be about, such 
that the reader has clear expectations about what will follow. An effective topic 
sentence typically contains only one main idea. 
b. Supporting sentence (Body) 
 Supporting sentence is the main part of the paragraph. This is where the writer 
tells to the reader about the topic by including specific details. All of the sentences 
must relate to the specific topic of the paragraph and help it come alive for the reader. 
That is, all of the sentences should contain details that make the topic more 
interesting or help explain it more clearly. These sentences should be organized in the 
best possible order. 
 
 
 
 
c. Concluding sentence (Ending) 
 Concluding sentence comes after all the details have been included in the 
topic and supporting sentences. The concluding sentence reminds the reader what the 
topic of the paragraph is really all about, what it means.25 
 Each main part of the paragraph plays an important role in communicating 
meaning to the reader. And beginning paragraph with a topic sentence is one of the 
best ways to achieve clarity and unity in one’s writing. The function of a topic 
sentence is to describe what the paragraph will be about. Supporting sentence 
discusses the controlling idea, using facts, arguments, analysis, examples, and other 
information and concluding sentence summarizes the connections between the 
information discussed in the supporting sentence of the paragraph and the paragraph’s 
controlling idea. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
25Alice Oshima, Ann Hogu and Addison Wesley, Introduction to Academic Writing, 
(Longmasn, New York, 1997), p.71-80. 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
A. Method of Research 
 This research was used a descriptive quantitative method. It is to find out the 
ability of the third students of English department IAIN Palopo 2017-2018 academic 
year in writing recount text. 
 
B. Population and Sample 
a. Population 
The population of this research was the third semester students of English 
department of IAIN Palopo in the 2017/2018 academic year. The populations were 
157 students for four classes.  
b. Sample 
Sample is a part of population, as example that taken with using certain way26. 
If the amount of the subject research is large, it could be learn by taking among 10-
15% or more. Depend on the ability of the energy, time, and fund from researcher27. 
So the researcher used simple random sampling technique. The researcher takes 
among 15% or 24 students from 157 students.   
                                                          
26 S. Margono, Metodologi Penelitian Pendidikan (Cet. 1: Jakarta: Rrineka cipta, 1999), 
p.118. 
  
27 Suharsimi Arikunto, Procedure Penelitian Suatu Pendekatan Praktik, (Cet, XII; Jakarta  
 C. Instrument of the Research 
 The instrument used are test and questionnaire. 
a. The instrument of the research was written test used unforgettable experience. 
The test was recount text that explaining about orientation, events, and reorientation. 
This test is to know the competence of students in writing,   especially in recount text. 
b. Questionnaire is a list of questions which contains of some themes related to 
the process of writing and obstacles faced by the students during making essay. There 
are 10 numbers of the questionnaire. 
 
D. Procedure of Collecting Data 
The procedure of collecting data in this study were as follows  
a. The researcher explained how to do the test and questionnaire. 
b. The researcher distributed the test. 
c. The researcher distributed the questionnaire. 
d. The time for doing test took 30 minutes. 
e. The time for doing questionnaire took 15 minutes. 
f. The researcher analyzed the result of the test by using rubrics by J.B Heaton. 
g. The researcher analyzed the result of the test double check/inter-rater by Ratna 
Sari S.Pd. 
 
 
  
 
E. Technique of Data Analysis 
 The researcher analyzed the ability of the third semester of English 
Department students of IAIN Palopo by using the following: 
1. The collecting data evaluation from a test using rubric of components writing 
by J.B Heaton. That component that involved : 
a. Organization 
Table 3.1 
No Score Classification  Criteria 
1 
36-40 Very good  Structure of recount complete are orientation, 
event and reorientation where fluent 
expression, ideas clearly stated. Support logical 
sequencing, well organize means the order, 
structure, or presentation is compelling and 
moves the reader trough the text. Good 
introduction, good placement of detail, and 
strong conclusion. 
2 
28-35 Good  The use structure of recount text is complete 
the reader can readily follow what is being 
said, but the overall organization may 
sometimes be ineffective poor to obvious or 
main idea stand out logical but incomplete 
sequencing.  
3 
 21-27 Fair  The structure or recount text maybe is not 
complete lack of logical sequence and 
development is not fluent. The writing lacks 
direction, with ideas, detail. 
4 
16-20 Poor Not communicated, transitions are very weak, 
leaving, connection between ideas fuzzy, 
incomplete, or bewildering. 
5 
10-15 Very Poor No organization recount text, confusing the  
sender, not enough to evaluate.  
 
b. Grammar  
Table 3.2 
No Score Classification Criteria 
1 
50-60 Very good  Effective complex construction few error of 
agreement, tenses, number, word 
order/function, pronoun proposition. 
2 42 – 49 Good Effective but simple construction minor 
problem in complex contraction several 
error of tense, word order, function, 
pronouns, and preposition but meaning 
seldom or cured 
3 
31- 41 Fair Major problem in simple construction, 
frequent error of negative, agreement, tense, 
word order/function. Pronoun, preposition, 
and or fragment does not communication.  
4 
26-30 Poor  Dominated by error of grammar, can not be 
understand and evaluated 
5 
 18-25 Very poor Virtually no mastery of sentences 
contraction rules.  
  
 To measure the quality of the student’s writing score on the two component 
observed, the result of the calculation was classified into classification as follow:  
 91-100 classified is very good 
 70-90   classified is good 
 60-69    classified is fair 
 50-59    classified is poor 
0-49  classified is very poor.28 
                                                          
28J.B. Heaton, Writing English Test. (New York: Longman, 1998), p. 146. 
   
  
4. Classifying the students score based on the following classification 
𝐌 =
∑ 𝑥
𝑁
 
 
Where: 
 M = Mean Score   
 ∑x = Total Score 
 N = Total Sample29 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
29Suharsimi Arikunto, Prosedure Penelitian Suatu Pendekatan Paraktek, (Jakarta : PT.  
Rineka Cipta, 1998), p. 307. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Findings 
1. Finding Trough the test 
In the previous description, it has been explained that the data analysis in this 
research used descriptive quantitative. Those descriptions quantitative explain the 
result of the research (writing test). The researcher showed the complete score of the 
students writing skill in writing recount text (organization and grammar). The data 
analysis and performed in the following table: 
a. The score of students’ 
  Table 4.1 
Students’ Score in Organization and Grammar in giving test 
Respondents Organization  Grammar    Score  
R1 36 31 67 
R2 28 30 58 
R3 36 31 67 
R4 36 26 62 
R5 36 42 78 
R6 27 40 67 
R7 36 31 67 
R8 30 31 61 
R9 10 20 30 
R10 30 20 50 
R11 25 42 67 
 R12  10 20 30 
R13 21 20 41 
R14 30 42 72 
R15 30 40 70 
R16 36 31 67 
R17 36 20 56 
R18 36 30 66 
R19 36 30 66 
R20 10 42 52 
R21 36 31 67 
R22 27 31 58 
R23 36 31 67 
R24 10 45 55 
TOTAL 684 757 1441 
Mean Score 28,5 31,541 60,041 
 
- Mean score of Organization: 
X = 
∑ 𝑥
𝑁
=
684
24
= 28,5  
- Mean score of Grammar: 
X =  
∑ 𝑥
𝑁
=
757
24
= 31,541 
- Mean score of all components: 
X =  
∑ 𝑥
𝑁
=
1441
24
= 60,041 
 
b. The scoring classification of the students 
1. Organization  
Table 4.2 
The criteria and percentage of the students’ organization in giving test 
No. Classification  Score  Frequency  Percentage  
1 Very Good  36-40 11 46% 
2 Good  28-35 5 20% 
3 Fair  21-27 4 17% 
4 Poor  16-20 - - 
5 Very Poor 10-15 4 17% 
   24 100% 
 
Based on the (table 4.2) indicated that the criteria and percentage of the 
students in ability writing recount text about organization in test shown:  
11 students  got score “Very Good” that is (46%), 5 students got score “Good” that is 
(20%), 4 students get score “Fair” that is (17%), not student get score “Poor” that is 
(0%), and 4 students get score “Very Poor” that is (17%). It means  
 
2. Grammar  
Table 4.3 
The criteria and percentage of the students’ grammar in giving test 
No. Classification  Score  Frequency  Percentage  
1 Very Good 50-60 - - 
2 Good 42-49 5 21% 
3 Fair 31-41 10 41% 
4 Poor 26-30 4 17% 
5 Very Poor 18-25 5 21% 
   24 100% 
 
Based on the (table 4.3) indicated that the criteria and percentage of the 
students in ability writing recount text about grammar in test shown: 
Not student got score “Very Good” that is (0%),  5 students got score “Good” that is 
(21%), 10 students got score “Fair” that is (41%), 4 students got score “Poor” that is 
(16%), and 5 students got score “Very Poor” that is (21%). 
  
3. All components  
Table 4.4 
The mean score of all components  
 
Mean score 
Components 
Organization Grammar 
28,5 31,541 
 
Based on the (table 4.4) indicated that the highest development of those 
components were organization 28,5 and grammar 31,541. 
 
c. Students ability of recount test 
Respondent 1 
My Experience 
One day, I go to was go to enrekang with classmate and my lecturer, we go to 
enrekang for research about “Dwi Bahasa” in material sosiolinguistik, we was go to 
enrekang using Bus of IAIN PALOPO. When we on the way to enrekang. Part of my 
friends Drunk because street winding. I stay there in villa and the just one day. The 
food us so good. I  didn’t have problem when I travelled. The place is very good and 
the weather is so cool. When I was go back to Palopo, we stop in Toraja at ketekesu. 
I bought souvenirs like small bag for two books and one mini bag for my Girlfriend.  
Afterthat we take a picture in the middle of tongkonan house, Next we are prepare go 
back to palopo. 
 For the respondent’s test, he does know to write general structure of recount 
text classification is very good where fluent expression, ideas clearly state, good 
introduction (orientation), good placement of detail, support logical sequencing 
(event), well organize means the order, structure, and strong conclusion 
(reorientation). In writing recount text, he has to use simple past tense, but her writing 
text use infinitive verb, word order beside that her meaning of sentence is not clear. “ 
I go to was go to enrekang with classmate and my lecturer”. (I went to Enrekang with 
my classmates and my lecturer). “We go to to enrekang for research”. (We went to 
Enrekang for researching).”We was go to enrekang using Bus of campus IAIN 
Palopo”. (We went to Enrekang using bus of IAIN Palopo University). “When we on 
the way to enrekang”. (When we were on the way to Enrekang). “Part of my friends 
Drunk because street winding”. (Some of my friends were drunk because of the street 
winding).”I stay there in villa and the  Just on day”. (I stayed at villa for one day). 
“The food us so good”. (The food was so good). “The place is very good and the 
weather is so cool”. (The place was very good and the weather was so cool). “When I 
was go back to Palopo, we stop in Toraja at ketekesu”. (When I was going back to 
Palopo, we stopped in Toraja at Ketekesu). “Afterthat we take a picture in the middle 
of tongkonan house, Next we are prepare go back to Palopo”. (After that we took a 
picture in middle tongkonan haouse, next we were prepared to go back to Palopo). 
 
 
 
 Respondent 2 
Unforgetable experience 
 My unforgetable is, where my family and me went to Tulungagung visit to my 
Grandparents from my Mother. Tulungagung is a region from east Java Province. 
We met big family, but I don’t know Java leangues. Many people talking with Java 
leangues. And then I’m traveling to semeru MT., and Zoo in Surabaya. In there also 
many pabric like Kapal api and Pt Gudang garam. After that I met someone from 
Bone and finally we talking about her home town. he leave Bone about 5 years ago 
and he miss Bone but he come to Surabaya city for search job and he accept a officer. 
 For this respondent’s test, the use structure of recount text classification is 
good. The reader can readily follow what is being said, but the overall organization 
may sometimes be ineffective poor to obvious or (event) main idea stand out logical 
but incomplete sequencing.  The using of pronoun and grammar is not correct. Beside  
“My unforgetable is, where my family and me went to Tulungagung visit to my 
Grandparents from my Mother”. (My unforgettable experience was when my family 
and I went to Tulungagung to visit my grandparents of mu mother). “Tulungagung is 
a region from east Java Province”. (Tulungagung was a region from east Java 
Province). 
“but I don’t know Java leangues”. (but I didn’t know Java language).” And then I’m 
traveling to Semeru MT., and Zoo in Surabaya. In there also many pabric like Kapal 
api and Pt Gudang garam”. (And then I was traveling to Semeru Mountain, and Zoo 
in Surabaya. There were also many manufactures like “Kapal api” and “Pt Gudang 
garam”). “We talking”. (we talked). “he leave Bone about 5 years ago and he miss 
Bone but he come to Surabaya city for search job and he  accept a officer”. (He left 
Bone about 5 years ago and he missed Bone but he came to Surabaya city for looking 
for a job and he was accepted by a officer). 
 
Respondent 3 
 My best experience is, when I went to river with my friends, and when I 
arrived in the river. I met with strange people they asked us “ what are you doing 
here” he said. 
“I want to go swim” I said and then he ask us “you should don’t go swimming 
because there to dangerous there lots of animal but I and my friends didn’t care 
about he is saying and then I swim and I got trouble My friend clim the tree and you 
what happen he fell of from tree and we are shock and we save him and teke him go 
home and we hope he will be fine. 
2 days ago after accident he came to us and he is looking fine and we are so happy 
because he cams survive from destiny. 
 For this respondent’s test, the structure of recount text was organized well. 
Where fluent expression, ideas clearly state, good introduction (orientation), good 
placement of detail, support logical sequencing (event), well organize means the 
order, structure, and strong conclusion (reorientation). The result test grammar is not 
correct. “I met with stranger people”. 
(I met with strangers). “They”. (He).”I want to go swim”. (I want to go swimming). 
“ask”. (asked).” you should don’t go swimming because there to dagerous there lots 
of animal”. (You should not go swimming because there is too dangerous there are 
lots of animal). “is” (was).”swim”(swam).” My friend clim the tree and you what 
happen he fell of from tree and we are shock and we save him and teke him go home 
and we hope he will be fine”. (My friend climbed the tree and you what happen he 
fell down from tree and were shock and we saved him and took him going home. And 
we hoped he will be fine). “2 days ago after accident”. (2 days later after that 
accident). “he is looking”. (he was looking). “we are so happy because he cams 
survive from destiny”. (we were so happy because he could survive from destiny). 
 
 Respondent 4 
Unforgetable experience  
 My unforgetable experience is when I visit to tanah toraya,  
with my friends, but on the street we are lost, we dont have to look the trip to go to 
Lolai.  
And finally night time is Arrive. We still dont have to find this place, and we just stay 
in Forest with the cham situation. 
And After that we Get up in the morning time and try to ask to the Another people. 
Where is the trip to go to Lolai. 
And actualy its so far from our posisition. So we dont have to go and try to go to 
burake, and finally its more and most beutiful than Lolai. 
And last we Go home with the tired feel, and think He to least to have a nice trip. 
 For this respondent’s test, she does know to write general structure of recount 
text was organized well. Where fluent expression, ideas clearly state, good 
introduction (orientation), good placement of detail, support logical sequencing 
(event), structure, and strong conclusion (reorientation)  . This using grammar many 
errors of grammar “visit” (visited). “are’ (were). “don’t” (didn’t). “unforgatable” 
(unforgettable). Beside that his meaning of sentence is not clear.   “And finally night 
time is Arrive”. (And finally,in the night we arrived). “We still dont have to find this 
place, and we just stay in Forest with the cham situation”. (we still didn’t find this 
place yet. And we just stayed in forest with the cham situation). “And After that we 
Get up in the morning time and try to ask to the Another people. Where is the trip to 
go to Lolai”. (and after that we got up in the morning and tried to ask to the another 
person. “Where is the trip to go to Lolai). “its” (it was). “And last we Go home with 
the tired feel, and think He to least to have a nice trip”. (and last we went home with 
feeling tired, and thought that was to least to have a nice trip). 
 
Respondent 5 
My EXPERIENCE AT THE UNI 
A few weeks ago, I Joined English speech at The Uni  
I had prepared my speech so well from a long time ago: Thus when the time came, I 
went to the class to start the contest I was the 16th contestant at the contest  when it 
was my turn, I was really ready for it. I could not wait to show my best. In short story 
I got the final contest there were five students who got the final the in the next day. 
We show all our best for the final because all us wanted to win and get the winner 
The scary moment was use had to chose one topic of five topic after that I got 
“election” as my tittle and the hardest part was I became the first contestant who 
delivered her speech I was nervous, my heart beat faster, I didn’t care what would 
happen as I get on the stage, I conviced myself to calm down and do all my best. 
Thereafter I felt so terrible because my buddy said to me “you were bad” you got 
bad, grammar, speaking and I didn’t understand what you said. I was gloomy 
because all contectant they were great so I intend to go home I would take a rest at 
my bed in my village. I always think about it because I am so embarrassed. 
Amazingly my best friend sent me message and said congratulation for me because I 
got the 2nd winner I was surprised I didn’t believe in myself. Yeah it all because of my 
best friend and absolutely Allah swt.  
My best friend became my coach without him I would never get the 2nd  winner. 
I really appreciate it.  
 For this respondent’s test, but for the structure of recount text was organized 
well. Where fluent expression, ideas clearly state, good introduction (orientation), 
good placement of detail, support logical sequencing (event), well organize means the 
order, structure, and strong conclusion (reorientation).   The using of grammar is not 
correct. “show” (showed). “We show all our best for the final because all us wanted 
to win and get the winner”. (We showed all our best for the final because we all 
wanted to get win and got the winner.”. “chose” (choose). “topic” (topics). “intend” 
(intended). “I always think about it”. (I used to think about it). “I am so 
embarrassed”. (I was embarrassed). “yeah it all because of my best friend and 
absolutely Allah swt.”. (Yeah! It all was because of my best friend and absolutely 
Allah swt, too). “appreciate” (appreciated). 
 
Respondent 6  
Experience  
 two years ago, I have an experience unforgettable experience  
when I go to the beach with my family. First, I the water is thought the water was not 
deep,  but when I came down the water was very deep.  
Suddenly I sink and since that I am afraid to go to beach maybe this sounds very silly 
but this is a very unforgettable experience. 
 For this respondent’s test, she does not know to write general structure of 
recount text classification is fair.  Has a logical sequence (orientation) but 
development is not fluent (event). The writing lacks direction, with ideas, detail 
(reorientation). The using of grammar is not correct. “two years ago, I have an 
experience unforgettable experience when I go to the beach”. (Two years ago, when I 
went to the beach).  
 
 Respondent 7  
 When I still in elementary high school until junior high school in class 7, I 
had one hobby that always I do after I come back from school. Maybe you will think 
I’m the dirty girl, but this is me. I like my hobby. I like to play in the dirty places, and 
I can produce much money so that I can bought snacks. Sometimes, I got some punch 
or many punch until my calfs puffy. But I’m happy. I search the jumbles like, bottles 
irons, tin, plastic etc. I think it’s all are Gold. So, do you know my experience? It’s so 
simple, I’m the strong woman that like to went to made adventure that produce much 
money. 
 For this respondent’s test, she does know to write general structure of recount 
text is good. Fluent experience, ideas clearly state (orientation), well organize means 
the order, structure (event), or presentation is compelling and moves the reader trough 
the text and strong conclusion (reorientation). The using of grammar is fair. “Still”  
(was). “in class 7” (7th class). “always I do” (I used to do). “I’m” (I was). “like” 
(liked). “I can produce” (I could make).  “I can bought” (I could buy). “I’m” (I 
was). “search” (searched). “think it’s all are gold” (I thought those all were gold). 
“it’s” (it was). The using to invinitive verb is not correct. “I'm the strong woman that 
like to went to made adventure that produce much money” (I was strong woman who 
liked to go to adventure that make much money). 
 
 Respondent 8 
 When I was 8 years old. Maybe, I’m in the 4th class. I have a small accident. 
My mom was angry to me because I went to river. I always play a water, take a bath, 
swim with my friend in river. I think, my time and my happiness live in river. I forgot 
to eat and help my mom in my house. One day, I fall and drift in river. My friend run 
and help me and then bring me to my house. My mom say thanks to my friend. After 
my friend left my home, my mom angry and hit me with broom until broken. I know, 
my mother very afraid but I don’t care, because I loved river. And enjoy it. 
 For this respondent’s test, she does know to write recount text classification is 
good. The reader can readily follow what is being said (orientation) but overall 
organization may sometimes be ineffective poor to obvious (event).  But the using of 
grammar and auxiliary verb is not correct.  “I’m” (I was). “have” (had). “I always 
play a water” (I used to play water). “live” (were). “fall” (fell). “drift” (drifted). 
“in” (on). “run” (ran). “help” (helped). “bring” (brought).  “say” (said). “with” 
(using). “I know, my mother very afraid” (I knew, my mother was very afraid). 
“don’t” (didn’t). “enjoy” (enjoyed). 
  
Respondent 9  
 My name is Nur Asniar. I am the third semester. I have experience, when I am 
my hookup in a hurry after class I forgot to bring the book and I have to go back to 
the boarding to take it and if very tiring. 
 For this respondent’s test, she does not know to write general structure of 
recount text classification is very poor. No organization, confusing the sender, not 
enough to evaluate. The using of past tense is not correct. “am” (was) “have” (had). 
 
 
 
  
 Respondent 10 
 My unforgetable experience is when I was go to Melly, we was go to Melly for 
English camp and for 3 days. In Melly, I’am cordinator of toels and my job is for cek 
staf and keep staf. After that I can help someone in the kitchen and I help my friends 
for cek a galon every morning and in afternoon and I help Arman for to get up 
champers in Melly, and I have a friends so funny we do work but we are fun and 
sometimes we get a lot of problems with campers, there are campers getting sick and 
I go to by medicine for campers event though  far. I have to do that cause that my job. 
 For this respondents’ test, he does know to write general structure of recount 
text classification is good. The reader can readily follow what is being said, but the 
overall organization may sometimes be ineffective poor to obvious (orientation).  
Main idea stand out logical (event) but incomplete sequencing (reorientation). The 
using of grammar is not correct. “go” (going). “was” (went). “is” (was). “cek staf” 
(checking). “keep staf” (keeping).“I’am” (I was). “can” (could). “help” (helped). 
“and in afternoon’ (in afternoon). “up champers” (champers up). “ and I have a 
friends” (I had  a friend). “are” (were). “get” (got). “by” (buy). “for” (it was far). 
“have” (had). “that my job” (that was my job).  
  
Respondent 11 
 4 years ago, when I was in Islamic boarding school in Kediri, east java. When 
it was Kelud erupted. Suddenly the incident occurred on Friday night around of 
11.30 pm. We panicked and scattered outside the building to find shelter 
 For this respondents’ test, she does not know to write general structure of 
recount text classification is fair. Lack of logical sequencing and development is not 
fluent (event).  The writing lacks direction, with ideas, detail (reorientation). The 
using of grammar is good. Effective but simple construction minor problem in 
complex contraction several error of tense, word order, function, pronoun and 
preposition but meaning seldom or cured.   
 Respondent 12 
 An experience I will never forget, when I feel, the guidance that comes within 
me from almighty. 
And I feel some changes are happening inside me to this day. 
 For this respondents’ test, she does not know to write general structure of 
recount text classification is very poor. No organization recount, confusing the sender 
(event), not enough to evaluate. There are some errors in grammar classification is. 
“feel” (felt). “come” (came). “are” (were). Beside that her meaning of sentence is 
not clear “from almighty” (from almighty Allah) 
. 
 Respondent 13 
 My name is Hernawati. I am from big c. now I will write about my experience. 
Two years ago I go to school and after that I till in the class. I fall, I very 
embarrassed. all my friends laugh. I am very embarrassed. 
 For this respondents’ test, she does not know to write general structure of 
recount text classification is fair. Lack of logical sequencing and development is not 
fluent. The writing lacks direction, with ideas, detail. The using of grammar is not 
correct. “am” (was). “go” (went). “fall” (fell). Beside that her meaning of sentence 
is not correct. “I till in the class” (I arrived in the class). “I very embarrassed” (I 
was very embarrassed). 
 
Respondent 14 
Experience: First, I had a bad experience. 
 When I wanted to take a gym lesson, 
 I ran the field and suddenly my foot stumbled. 
 Finally my big toe is bleeding and it hurt so bad.  
 For this respondents’ test, the structure of recount text was organized 
well classification is good.  The reader can readily follow what is being said, but the 
overall organization may sometimes be ineffective poor to obvious. She has to use 
simple past tense, but her meaning of sentence is not clear use “I ran” (I was ran). 
Beside that her meaning sentence of past continues is not clear “is bleeding” (was 
bleeding). 
 
 Respondent 15 
  Experience 
  One day in my village the rice harvest season, and when it was my parents’ 
rice was not able to enter the rice machine. My parents asked my cousin for help to 
come cut our rice. My cousin’s house is pretty far from my home. I was told to went 
to fetch her motorcycle. At that time is was a rainy season when we went home we fell 
under the rice fields because the road was very slippery. 
 For this respondent’s test, she does write general structure of recount text  was 
organized well is good. The reader can readily follow what is being said, but the 
overall organization may sometimes be ineffective poor to obvious. The using 
grammar is not correct. “is” (was). To infinitive is not clear “to went” (to go). Beside 
that her meaning of sentence is not clear. “the” (there was). “when it was my 
parents’ rice was not able to enter the rice machine”. (when it was field rice was not 
able to be entered by the rice machine). “we went home we fell under the rice fields”. 
(we went to home we fell down to the rice fields). 
 
  Respondent 16 
 1 years a go, when I graduated from senior high school . I want to continue 
my study in makassar. But when I take a test in Makassar. I did not pass it. so finally 
I continue my study in IAIN Palopo and I take in the english department. 
 So this is my chook, I must to study hard and make happy my family specially 
my parents. 
 For this respondent’s test, the structure of recount text was organized well 
classification is very good . Structure of recount complete that are (orientation), 
(event) support logical sequencing, well organize means the order, and reorientation 
where fluent expression, ideas clearly state. But there are some errors in grammar. “a 
go” (ago). “take’ (took). “continue” (continued). “is” (was). “chook” (choice). 
Beside that her meaning of sentence is not clear. “I must to study hard” (I had to 
study hard). “make happy my family specially my parents” (made my family happy 
especially my parents). 
 
 Respondent 17 
My experience 
 One day, I go to Toraja, I with classmate, I Drove by motorcycle. The weather 
in toraja so cool, and place is good. Afterthat I stay there in villa and the just one 
day. I didn’t have problem when I travelled. I didn’t bought souvenirs because I not 
bring money. When I was go back to Palopo, we stop in my home in Bajo. I’m asking 
for money with my mother because I don’t have money. When I was go back to 
Palopo. I take a picture in street. 
 For the student’s test, the structure of recount text was organized well is very 
good. Structure of recount complete that are (orientation) good introdction, support 
logical sequencing (event), and strong conclusion (reorientation). But the using 
grammar is not correct. “go” (went). “is” (was). “stay” (stayed). “bought” (buy). 
“don’t” (didn’t). “take” (took). Based that her meaning of sentence is not correct. “I 
go to Toraja, I with my classmate” (I went to Toraja with my classmate). “I drove by 
motorcycle” (I rode by motorcycle). “the weather in Toraja so cool” (the weather in 
Toraja was so cool). “I stay there in villa and the just one day” (I stayed in villa for 
one day).”I not bring money” “ I did not take money with me).  “I was go back to 
Palopo” (I went back to Palopo). “we stop in my home in Bajo” (we stopped in my 
house in Bajo). “I’m asking for money with my mother” (I asked for money to my 
mother). “I was go back to Palopo” (I went back to Palopo). “I take a picture in 
street” (I took a picture on the way). 
 
 Respondent 18 
 My unforgettable experience, when I go to my village and meet up with old my 
friends there. When we meet up together, we always made many activity as like we 
made a banana fried, made kapurung and another food. We always assembled in my 
home, because They were like it.  We also always told about our experience in our 
campus and laughed together if there are humor. and also we always take a picture 
in every moment. And if we separated, we felt so sad. 
 For the student’s test, the structure of recount text was organized well 
classification is very good. Fluent expression, ideas clearly state. Good introduction 
(orientation), support logical sequencing (event), well organize means the order, and 
strong conclusion (reorientation).  But the using grammar is category fair. “go” 
(went). “meet” (met). “always” (used to). “are” (were). Based that her meaning of 
sentence is not correct “meet up with old my friends there” (met up with my old 
friends there). “we always made many activity as like we made a banana” (We used 
to make many activities as like made a fried banana). “we always assembled in my 
home” (we used to assemble in my home). “were like it” (were liked it). “if there are 
humor” (if there were humors).”and if we separated we felt so sad” (and if we were 
separated we felt so bad). 
  Respondent 19 
 A few years ago… I went Kediri, it was the first time I went to Java. I was 
really happy because I can saw Java at the time. Than I went to Pare because I and 
my friends will have studied there.  
I still remember That was on Friday. I have to introduced myself to all of members in 
Fajar english course. I did not know everything abut English, but that was The first 
time I used English language. I was shy but it was not matter. because The main 
purpose I came There was to know how to speak English. 
For 1 week stayed There, I have know some of english vocabulary. and I have tried to 
speak english. and for 2 months, I have been Rather fluent in English speaking. 
 For the student’s test, the structure of recount text was organized well 
classification is very good. Fluent expression , ideas clearly  state. Good introduction 
(orientation), support logical sequencing (event), well organize means the order, 
structure. Strong conclusion (reorientation). But the using grammar is category fair. 
“can” (could). “will” (would). “have” (had). Based that her meaning of sentence is 
not correct. “I went Kediri” (I went to Kediri). “I can saw java at the time” (I can see 
java at that time). “I have been Rather fluent in English speaking” (I had been 
Rather fluent in speaking English). 
 
 
  
 
 
 Respondent 20 
 One day, When I was in English camp 2017 I got a lot of new experience. One 
of them was possessed. It was at night, Raining, and cool. Some committee possessed. 
I’m so sock and I feel was afraid. 
 For the student’s test, she does not know to write general structure of recount 
text classification is very poor. Not organization recount test, confusing the sender, 
not enough to evaluate. But the using grammar is category good because a little is 
correct.  
(I was so shock and I was afraid). 
 Respondent 21     
 My unforgettable is, when I am 18 years old, someone special in my life was 
die and she is my mother,. When I had the someone special and she was die it’s so 
make me very so sad and lost. because she always make me comfortable and she 
always teach me about what is patient, and how we deferential each other and then 
she lost in my life. I feel very lonely. but, my father always calms me when I think of 
my mother, he is always there beside me. and now I can explain my mother’s 
departure, may God give her a beautiful place in heaven and it is at this moment that 
I can only pray and keep praying. 
 For the student’s test, the structure of recount text organized well 
classification is very good. Structure of recount complete that are (orientation) good 
introduction, (event) support logical sequencing, well organize means the order, 
structure, and (reorientation) strong conclusion. But the using of grammar is fair. 
“am” (was). “is” (was).”die” (died). “always” (used to). “think” (though). Based 
that her meaning of sentence is not correct. “my unforgettable is” (my unforgettable 
experience is). “she was die it’s so make me very so sad” (she was died it was 
making me so sad). “what is patient” (what is patience). “how we deferential” (how 
our differences). “it is at this moment” (at this moment). 
 
 Respondent 22 
 My experience , when I visited my grandmother’s house there were a lot of 
many fruits especially Durian. I like durian but when in grandmother’s house I ate 
many durian and it makes me drunk.  
So, now I don’t like durian. 
This is my experience reason why I don’t like durian. 
 For the student’s test, the using structure of recount text was organized well 
classification is good. The reader can readily follow what is being said, but the 
overall organization my sometimes be ineffective poor to obvious but incomplete 
sequencing. The using grammar is category fair. “like” (liked). Beside that her 
meaning of sentence is not clear, frequent error of negative, word 
order/function.“There were a lot of many fruits especially Durian” ( there were a lot 
of kinds of fruits especially Durian). “I ate many durian” (I ate many durians). “it 
makes me drunk” (that made me drunk). “ this is my experience reason” (this is my 
experience that was). 
 
 
  Respondent 23 
 When I was in Junior High School, I joined speech contest and thank God 
entered the final. In the speech contest there is a rule that said the title of the speech 
is there but I know that when I’m the at the race and will follow the final and the lot 
full system. My teacher was not careful in reading the circular about the rules in the 
speech contest, so that happened. At the time I pulled out a speech that I did not 
memorize  
so I had to resign because there was no preparation.  
I am very sad about that. This is my unforgettable experience. 
 For the student’s test, the using structure of recount text was organized well 
classification is very good. Structure of recount complete that are (orientation) good 
introduction, (event) support logical sequencing, and (reorientation) strong 
conclusion The using grammar is category fair, her writing text use infinitive verb. 
“thank” (thanked). “is” (was). “am” (was). “know” (knew). “this is” (that was). 
 
 Respondent 24 
 At Monday I went to a very crowded place, at that time I met a very handsome 
man and that moment I fell in love it was experience that I can not forget.    
 For the student’s test, the using structure of recount text was not organized 
well classification is very poor. No organization recount, confusing the sender,  and 
not enough to evaluate. But the using grammar is correct. Effective but simple 
construction minor problem in complex contraction several error of tense, word order. 
2. Finding trough the questionnaire  
Table 4.5 
Students’ response of questionnaire 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Answers  Reasons 
Yes  No  Yes  No  
1. Do you like English? 24 - - interest  
- important  
- 
2. That writing is important in 
English? 
23 1 - Training  
grammar 
- vocabulary 
 
- Speaking 
important 
3. Between four skills in English 
there are:  writing, reading, 
listening, and speaking. Which one 
of those aspect is difficult for you? 
14 10 - Pay attention 
grammar 
- Less 
imagination 
- Spelling 
vocabulary 
- Speaking  
- Listening 
- Ke-4 skill 
4. Do you like writing in English? 5 19 - Add  
vocabulary 
- Listening  
- Vocabulary 
- Reading  
- Difficult  
5. What do you think writing in 
English is easy? 
4 20 - easy  
- Neutral  
- Structure 
grammar 
- Vocabulary 
6. When you were writing, what 
makes you difficult in grammar? 
24 - - Grammar/ten
ses 
- 
7. When you were writing, what 
makes you difficult in writing 
organization? 
23 1 - Difficult in 
made 
sentence 
Grammar/ten
ses 
- Less exercise 
- 
8. Do you think grammar is important 
in writing? 
23 1 - Grammatical  - Vocabulary  
9. Do you think vocabulary hamper 
you in writing? 
23 1 - Less 
memorize   
- 
10. When you were writing, did you 
ever think that your writing is very 
perfect? 
11 13 - Self 
confidence 
- Grammar 
- Vocabulary 
kurang 
- Struktur  
 
  Table (4.5) shows the answer about questionnaire number 1 “Do you like 
English?” there are 24 students answer yes. The reason students choose “yes” they 
are think English is interesting and important because they are from the English 
department.  
 Based on the students answer about questionnaire number 2 “writing is 
important in English?” there are 23 students choose “yes” and 1 students choose “No” 
many different reason answer yes that are: there is think ”writing can train in 
grammar study”. Other reason there is assumed “with writing we can understand 
vocabulary and can be easy for remember”. Students reason answer “No” she 
assumed “that is in English the most influential is speaking, because people will look 
good in English speaking when speaking good although grammar bad”, writing help 
us to study English because it will help to improve writing skill. 
Based on the students answer about questionnaire number 3 “between four 
skills in English that aspects writing is difficult? 14 students choose “yes” and 10 
students choose “No” there are some different reason that are:  for answer yes the 
reason choose “yes” because “ if have a little vocabulary it will be difficult to write”. 
Other reasons from R5 all those aspects the most difficult in English is writing 
because we have to know grammar unfortunately not good at writing. For choose “ 
No” the other reason there are some students argued if speaking is very difficult, and 
there is students say not difficult compared listening. 
From on the students answer about questionnaire number 4, there are 5 
students choose “Yes” and 19 students choose “No” that reason from R4 assumed “if 
just to remember I feel less capable that’s why I rely on writing, so when we forget 
we can reopen our writing”. R18 assumed “because to train yourself to be more 
accustomed to understanding or knowing the new vocabulary”. The reason from 
students’ chooses “No”  “because I do not understand well write or compose or word 
using English”.   
 Based on the students answer about questionnaire number 5 “What do you 
think writing in English is easy?”, there are 4 students choose “yes” and 20 students 
choose “No” that reason from R3 assumed “in writing requires skills and abilities in 
addition to attention to grammar, pronoun, and mastery of vocabulary”. R18 assumed 
“Because the writing must be in accordance with the structure of the grammar”. The 
reason from students’ choose “No” “actually easy to be difficult, meaning if I know 
the writing means it's easy and if I do not know it means it's hard”. 
 Based on the students answer about questionnaire number 6 “When you were 
writing, what makes you difficult in grammar?”. there are 24 students choose “yes”.  
“it is totally difficult form me to write in English frankly grammar makes me dizzy to 
write sometimes I don’t know which tenses that I have to use because all of the have 
some function”. 
 Based on the students answer about questionnaire number 7 “When you were 
writing, what makes you difficult in writing organization?” there are 23 students 
choose “yes” and 1 student choose “no” R5 assumed “writing needs more energy and 
we have to think twice before we make a sentence I always got difficulties when I 
want to tell something”. 
 Based on the students questionnaire number 8 “Do you think grammar is 
important in writing?” there are 23 students choose “Yes” and 1 student choose “No” 
that reason from R5 assumed “yes, I totally agree with that without grammar we 
never get perfect writing how do we write without knowing any grammar?” and the 
reason choose “no” assumed “because the most important aspect is to multiply the 
vocabulary”. 
 Based on the students questionnaire number 9 “Do you think vocabulary 
hamper you in writing?” there are 23 students choose “Yes” and 1 student choose 
“No” that reason from R18 assumed “because sometimes there is an unknown 
vocabulary so that it can prevent us from writing”.  
 Based on the students questionnaire number 10 “When you were writing, did 
you ever think that your writing is very perfect?” there are 11 students choose “Yes” 
and 13 students choose “No” that reason from R5 assumed “she think never feel that, 
she have got perfect grammar in my life even I have learnt so many grammar it would 
never enough”. and that reason from R24 choose “No” assumed “but sometimes my 
heart says "how perfect my writing is in English". 
 
B. Discussion  
The research was conducted at English department students of IAIN Palopo at 
the third semester which consists of 24 students from 4 classes. The test  used in this 
thesis case is writing test. Writing test is test used to measure the ability of students in 
writing recount text from the two components of writing namely organization and 
grammar. 
Based on the result of  the ability of students in giving test, showed criteria 
and the mean score was 60, 041 where the component of organization students’ 
ability showed the mean score was 28,5 students got “good” score. Organization from 
the students the cover fluent of expression on the clear ideas stated the appropriately 
organized evident, logically sequenced (coherent), and connectivity appropriately 
used (cohesion). Grammar with the mean score was 31,541 students got “fair” about 
component of grammar cover of the appropriate structures, tenses, number, word 
orders, article, pronouns, prepositions, and the meaning never obscured. It means that 
they were dominant in fair category.  
The students’ ability can be seen from the questionnaire the students feel 
difficult. Based on questionnaire no. 2 the aspect of English writing is difficult. 
Where most of students admit grammar component in writing is difficult. It means 
students have difficult in grammar. The other the students difficulties admit they are 
is do not like for writing study, it can be seen from the questionnaire no. 4 from the 
24 respondent there are 19 admit do not like for writing. The other reason the students 
difficult in writing they are admit grammar is difficult. About organization the 
students feel difficult it can be seen from the questionnaire no. 7 in organizing is 
difficult, because made sentence to be coherent. In general, the ability of student of 
two components, namely in component of organization, the students were capable of 
stringing a sentence correctly so that sentences can be structured. In component of 
grammar wording is not appropriate or exchanged.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
  Based on the result of data analysis and discussion, the researcher take 
conclusion ability faced by students from the two component of writing that are 
organization and grammar. 
   Based on the student score of writing recount text, this research shows that the 
students in general fair classification. It is provide this was supported by mean score 
(60,041). The research reveals further detail on two components of writing recount 
text taken from the test. The test shows that mean score of writing organization was 
28,5 and 31,541 for  grammar. The score of organization represented good category 
but fair category for students’ grammar competence.  
  It can be concluded that, even though the students’ writing organization can 
be readily followed, but its organization overall maybe sometimes ineffective and 
incomplete sequencing. In addition, this study shows that the student faced major 
problem in simple construction, doing mistake in verb agreement, using past tenses, 
word order, pronoun, and preposition. 
 Based on the results of respondents' data they claim that grammar and 
organization is difficult, so they need guidance learn grammar and organization 
especially writing. This can be a contribution for teachers to focus on writing lessons 
on both of these comics. 
B. Suggestion  
Based on the conclusion above, the researcher had some suggestion for those 
who have read this thesis that: 
1. For the students they should pay attention about their grammar and 
organization when they writing a text. Especially in component grammar the students 
should be more attention about tenses, pronoun, preposition or word order and 
organization evident, logically sequenced (coherent), and connectivity appropriately 
used (cohesion).  
2. For the lecturer of English, before teaching they should try to know their 
students competence in writing, so they could give the exact material to improve their 
students writing competence. 
 
 
